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When you hire Black People as public order and safety (POS) officers and then train them to 

think and behave inside the "loop," you only perpetuate the status quo. The research that is 

missing is on the question: “Does the current training of police officers further the divide 

between Black & Blue?” Every time there is a police misconduct “incident,” the first 

consideration is: “Was training/protocol followed?” But that training/protocol is never fully 

investigated or scrutinized.  

 

The most critical component of the training that, in my humble opinion, must be investigated is 

the part that infuses "power" into the finished product of the police training. It is a training that 

gives them a "I am the man" mentality that officers bring to every encounter with citizens, which 

is over-emphasized when encountering Blackfolk. Also, the status quo causes officers who try to 

intervene in police misconduct to be punished; e.g., the Cariol Horne case 

(https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cariol-horne-biden-police-buffalo-

shooting_n_629685bce4b090b53b7e7d40). The POS training seems to incorporate an unwritten 

rule: “We will destroy (economically, physically, psychologically, etc.) anyone who challenges 

the status quo”—especially those who shouldn't be here in the first place (namely Blackfolk).  

 

Further, current training has created a war between Blue & you (citizens), with an exaggerated 

emphasis on second class citizens (ME). This is akin to what Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. called 

the third evil of this society—"militarism.” The militarization of police forces is a declaration of 

war, and the face of crime in America is Blackfolk.  

 

War is very expensive, period; economically and humanistically. In war situations, America is 

not shy about using the enemy to destroy the enemy, such is the case in the records of the FBI’s 

COINTELPRO (https://vault.fbi.gov/cointel-pro), and likely in the records of POS units across 

the country called “Scorpion.” All of these tactical units are declarations of war on citizens by 

police with the face of crime (largely due to media coverage) being Blackfolk. The misdirection 

of resources away from Blackfolk areas of influence has forever been intentional and strategic 

for America to retain control of Blackfolk areas of influence.  

 

When Blackfolks become more concerned with the humanistic cost of war than with the 

financial cost, then perhaps financial benefits will trickle down into Blackfolk areas of influence. 

But most assuredly, Blackfolk separating from America will create the necessity for self-

financing of the security required for our areas of influence. In the meantime, perhaps Blackfolk 

should follow the money in search of "band aid" solutions to gunshot wounds and life-

threatening multiple taserings of Blackfolk and their economic impact on Blackfolk areas of 

influence. 
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